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Optimizing IT systems to serve more than 100 million 
customers, more than six million of them online
A Brazilian multinational producer of cosmetics, hygiene, and beauty products using 
natural, plant-based ingredients, Natura Cosméticos S/A believes innovation is one of the 
cornerstones of sustainable development and that digitalization is key to success. After the 
acquisition of several cosmetics companies and the consolidation of its group, Natura 
faced the challenge of integrating a newly heterogeneous IT landscape and a massive 
amount of data. Achieving this integration would smooth its transformation to an intelligent 
enterprise, helping it offer significant benefits to both customers and employees, reposition 
its brand, and find new ways to combine the power of nature with state-of-the-art science.

How Can a Cloud-Based Integration 
Suite Support Sustainability and 
Nurture People’s Well-Being?
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Before: Challenges and Opportunities
• Data silos across a heterogeneous IT landscape after multiple acquisitions
• Customer demand for a multichannel buying experience (spanning online, direct, and retail sales)
• Need to balance sustainable sourcing and product demand 

Why SAP and Numen, Seidor, and Cienci Consultoria de Sistemas Corporativos Ltda
• An optimal implementation of lead-to-cash and core processes enabled by the Event Mesh, Cloud 

Integration, and API Management capabilities of SAP® Integration Suite
• Cloud Integration capabilities that help the SAP ERP application, SAP Ariba® solutions, and multiple 

software-as-a-service applications work as one solution on SAP Business Technology Platform
• SAP S/4HANA® for real-time analytics to better predict demand and help satisfy customers’ needs
• Partner Numen for in-depth SAP solution implementation expertise, as well as partners Seidor and 

Cienci for solution integration and extension support 

After: Value-Driven Results
• Integrated SAP and third-party solutions, applications, and data with one single entry point
• Increased automation and business insights across group companies thanks to a consolidated 

database and standardized processes in the cloud
• Simplified data management and monitoring for more-efficient supply chain control 
• A faster, more transparent procurement process, helping meet sustainability requirements
• Real-time data analysis supporting sales activities and helping satisfy customer demand more quickly
• A better customer experience with secure purchasing and rapid delivery aided by “last-mile tracking”

Balancing a Passion for Cosmetics and Sustainable 
Development with SAP® Integration Suite 

“Since we have a longstanding commitment to SAP 
software, we knew our transition to SAP S/4HANA 
would be made within SAP Integration Suite. It was 
a perfect choice given its simplicity and efficient 
handling of system and business process 
integration.”
Hamilton Bokaleff, SAP Enterprise Architecture, Natura Cosméticos 
S/A

Natura Cosméticos S/A
São Paulo, Brazil 
www.naturabrasil.com

Industry
Consumer 
products

Employees
40,000

Revenue
US$10.9 billion

Products and Services
Beauty products

Featured Solutions
SAP Integration Suite, 
SAP Business Technology 
Platform, and SAP S/4HANA

15.2%
Increase in sales consultant 
productivity in one year

33%
Fewer carbon emissions 
through improvements 
across supply-chain, 
logistics, and production 
processes

Featured Partners
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To unify its IT landscape and help reposition its brand, cosmetics company Natura Cosméticos 
S/A is undertaking a digital transformation. Using SAP® Integration Suite, which is powering 
SAP Business Technology Platform, and supported by partners Numen, Seidor, and Cienci 
Consultoria de Sistemas Corporativos Ltda, Natura is building an intelligent enterprise. 

The Event Mesh, Cloud Integration, and API Management capabilities of SAP Integration 
Suite help Natura securely integrate SAP and third-party solutions and applications in real 
time. Aided by the suite’s built-in integration content, Natura migrated quickly to SAP S/4HANA®

to provide real-time analytics to sales teams. Now, using applications built on SAP Business 
Technology Platform, sales representatives can keep connected with customers and better 
satisfy their needs.

Natura has also created a multichannel buying experience for customers, who benefit from 
secure purchasing and fast delivery. Using SAP solutions, the company can process 200 
sales order requests per minute. With simplified data management and a 360-degree view 
of data, efficiency across all operations increases. What’s more, transparent procurement 
and sustainable sourcing have helped Natura become one of the largest Certified B 
Corporations in the world, illustrating its aim to balance purpose and profit.

Harmonizing IT Systems to Accelerate 
Innovation and Help Build a Better World

Net revenue growthIncreased business 
volume in one year

7.8%22%

“SAP Integration Suite enables the decoupling 
of extensions to SAP S/4HANA with secure 
integration, reducing the cost of continuously 
evolving our software.”
Renato Ribeiro, SAP S/4HANA Program Manager, Natura &Co 
Latin America



With support from partners, Natura Cosméticos S/A is using the following SAP® solutions 
to run intelligent IT operations and help keep customers and the planet feeling beautiful:
• SAP Integration Suite, including Event Mesh, Cloud Integration, and API Management 

capabilities
• SAP Business Technology Platform
• SAP S/4HANA®

• SAP ERP
• SAP HANA®

• SAP Ariba® solutions
• SAP Analytics Cloud
• SAP Solution Manager
• SAP Concur® solutions
• SAP Tax Declaration Framework for Brazil 
• SAP Advanced Planning and Optimization
• SAP SuccessFactors® solutions
• SAP Fiori® user experience

Featured Solutions and Services
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